
Development 
Domain

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Circle Time

Language and Literacy 

Knowledge and Skills

Science, Math and 

Nature, Social and 

Emotional 

Development

Small Groups
(rotated over the week 
so each child gets a turn 

with each group)

Ramps

Goal: To experiment with 
different objects to see 
which move best down a 
ramp.

Ramps 

Goal: To experiment to 
see what speed different 
objects move down a 
ramp. How could objects 
move in a different 
direction (up or down).

Ramps

Goal: Brainstorm 
different uses for 
ramps in the real world 
(e.g. slides, freeway on-
ramps, wheelchair 
access)

Ramps

Goal:  To see if weight 
or size makes a 
difference in speed 
going down a rampl

Force

Goal: to understand force 
and how it is needed to 
make objects move.

Small group

Goal: To let children 
experiment individually 
with different objects to 
see which move best 
down a ramp.

Small group

Goal:  To let children 
experiment individually 
with different speeds and 
direction of objects.

Small group

Goal: Put out the 
different ramp blocks 
and encourage children 
to use them in their 
building with cars and 
people.

Small group

Goal: Experiment 
individually with weight 
and size using ramps

Small group (every day)
Snack 

Goal: Use measuring 
tools or counting to 
divide snack into 
individual portions

Physical development 
and health

Gross and fine motor 
skills

Sensory Table water

Goal:  Sensory experience. 
Experimenting with how 
water can move.

Play in the Woods, 

Goal: gross motor 
development, experiences 
with nature.

Sensory Table water

Goal:  Sensory 
experience. 
Experimenting with 
how water can move.

Play in the Woods, 

Goal: gross motor 
development, 
experiences with 
nature.

Sensory Table water

Goal:  Sensory 
experience. 
Experimenting with how 
water can move.

Creative Arts Expression Playdough

Goal: Creative expression 
and strengthening fine 
motor muscles.

Painting

Goal: To see what 
happens using different 
kinds, sizes and widths of 
brushes when painting.

Fingerpainting

Goal: To see how many 
different ways you can 
move your hands and 
fingers when painting.

Marble Painting

Goal: To discover the 
designs paint covered 
marbles can make 
rolled on paper in a 
box.

Texture Rubbings

Goal: creative art 
expression. Find different 
common surfaces to 
make a rubbing design.
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